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A.Was Einstein right? Arguments of Einstein versus

Minkowski, which one is more fundamental? The
original paper of Einstein [1] is as follows: This paper

discusses the question whether the motion of
matter is relative. A stress is put on the following

element: The motion of matter is relative. I think, in
contrast to Einstein, we should interpret the correct

article and do not understand that this is a
description of physics, but a description of the
motion of matter. Einstein's position becomes
evident if one puts the correct article in the

beginning. I think, that the term "the motion of
matter" must be interpreted in the context of the
Hamiltonian formulation of classical mechanics. A

point in configuration space with coordinates qi and
momentum pj has a velocity and a "time", but there
is no trajectory in absolute time, because the "time"
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is only a scaling parameter of a foliation of
configuration space. When one deals with the "time"
pj, one has to observe the "time"-derivative of the

coordinates qi and momentum pj. The velocity
vector for the Jacobian matrix is where d/dpj is the

"time" derivative and d/dqi the classical "time"
derivative. The "time" derivative is not invariant

under a change of scaling parameter. Let us take a
hypersurface at time t. On this hypersurface one

can see the coordinates qi as coordinates of a
manifold. Its volume element is Thus, one can also
see that the volume element is invariant under a

change of scaling parameter. The volume element
has the properties one would expect from a "time".

But the metric
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following video. This is a Nuendo tutorial for version
3.1.6 and up, showing some of the many features of
the software.. Nuendo 4 is about a year old, and in
this tutorial, I will show you what the core features

are of the.Q: Mat-Table sorting not working in
angular 6 I am trying to sort my mat-table by

clicking on the column header and column header's
Id but they are not sorting, I tried putting the code
inside a method in my service file but it still didn't

work. Any help would be appreciated. Service
@Injectable() export class LogHeaderService {

sortTable(column: any, direction = 'ASC') { let key:
any = {}; let direction = direction;

console.log(column); console.log(direction); if
(column) { if (direction === 'DESC') { direction =
'DESC' } else if (direction === 'ASC') { direction =

'ASC' } key[column.id] = direction; } return key; } }
component matTable: MatTableDataSource,

dataSource: LogHeaderService[] = []; ngOnInit() {
this.dataSource =
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this.logHeaderService.sortTable(this.columnName);
} I would be so thankful if you could help me. A: You
have to call sortableDataSource.sort() instead of just

sortTable(...). Here is a similar question: Angular
material 6 mat-table table sorting does not work The
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Resort, located in Las Vegas right 6d1f23a050
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